St. Aidan’s Stars Bulletin
In the Love and Truth of Jesus we grow

A huge special mention goes to all of our wonderful Year 6
children this week. I’ve been in and out of both classes at various
points throughout the week and I’m very proud of how hard
they’ve been working in the build up to their SATs next week. I’ve
no doubt that they’ll all do fantastically well and achieve the
results their hard work and dedication deserves.
Mr Moran

Class News
Seedlings – This week we loved watching the chicks wander around
our carpet and seeing them trying to flap their wings! We’re very

Our fantastic award winners this week –

sad to see them leave but we are looking forward to updates.

given for lots of wonderful things, please

Saplings – This week we have learned about the characters in our

ask why if your child was a winner.

‘Lost and Found’ story. We have also continued to learn about
numbers 11-20.
Sycamores – This week we have written non-chronological reports
about pandas. We have also enjoyed learning about our local area
in Geography.

Attendance
Saplings – 97.50%

Poplars – A very busy week, once again. Lots of reading
comprehension and Numeracy questions have been done. We also

Sycamores – 91.38%

found time for some great paper weaving.
Maples – Maple class have learned lots of facts about the water

Poplars – 83.75%

cycle this week ahead of our class assembly next week.

Maples – 96.21%

Elms – Elm class have been learning about decimals this week and

Elms – 95.59%

have been dividing 1 and 2-digit numbers by 10.
Hawthorns – Year 5/6 have produced some fantastic writing based
on the positives and negatives of renewable and non-renewable

Hawthorns – 98.44%
Chestnuts – 99.26%

energy.
Chestnuts – We have had a great week of SATs revision and
looking at balanced arguments on deforestation.

A big well done to Mrs Teer’s
Chestnuts this week!

Special mentions this week go to Harrison for a sponsored swim, Harley for football, Poppy for a gymnastics competition
where she came 6th place in both the vault and on the floor, Jeevan for goal keeping and Rory H for rugby. Well done
everyone!

